Get TOP PRINTER CARTRIDGE
MISTAKES YOU MUST AVOID

People generally don’t give a lot of thought when purchasing printer ink, but
astoundingly there’re a handful of common buying mistakes that are easy to make
if you are not cautious. Here we have explained all the common pitfalls to steer
clear of, so that you can buy toner cartridges online that best fits your
printing needs.
YOUR PRINTER USES TRI-COLOR CARTRIDGES:
If you’ve purchased a cheap printer, there’s a good possibility that your printer
employs a tri-color cartridge to manage color prints. A tri-color cartridge features
all 3 colors (yellow, magenta and cyan) in the same cartridge and they’re for some
users as they only have to worry of one color cartridge. However, when one of the
colours in a tri-color cartridge runs out, you will require to replace the whole
cartridge in place of replacing a single color. These replacement costs can add up
fast and it is usually better to pay a bit more for a printer that employs individual
color ink cartridges so you can replace each color as required, Individual color
cartridges usually have more ink than the tri-color cartridge so they’ll last longer
as well.

YOUR CARTRIDGES DOES NOT MEET YOUR PRINTING
REQUIREMENTS:
Different printers and their
cartridges are designed for diverse
uses. Inkject printers employ ink
cartridges, which are best fitted for
printing occasional photos, text
and color images. Laser printers
employ toner cartridges, which are
ideal for printing text & color in
high volumes, but don’t print
photos quite well. If your cartridge
does not meet your printing
requirements, you could spending
more than you need to on
replacements!

OVERPAYING FOR PEINTER CARTRIDGES:
It is no secret that cartridges are costly. Purchasing high yield in place
of standard yield can generally save you a little money in the long
term if you print regularly. But isn’t the only option through which
you can save. Low priced compatible cartridges from TonerStore.com
can save you big, while offering you the same number of prints & great
print quality at a fraction of the name brand price.
Look no further to buy toner cartridges online! Visit
TonerStore.com for great deals and super saving options on your next
toner cartridge.
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